Cationic amphiphilic drugs enhance entry of lentiviral particles pseudotyped with rabies virus glycoprotein into non-neuronal cells.
Amiodarone and other cationic amphiphilic drugs (CADs) inhibit cell entry by diverse human pathogenic viruses including Filoviruses, Dengue virus and Japanese encephalitis virus. They are thus considered potential broad spectrum antiviral agents. Here we report the unexpected finding that amiodarone and other CADs markedly enhance rabies virus (RABV) glycoprotein- (GP-) mediated cell entry of pseudotyped lentiviruses into non-neuronal cells but not in neuronal cells. Increased cell entry can also be elicited when CADs are added several hours after pseudoviral attachment. Perturbing endosomal processing with phosphoinosite-3-kinase inhibitors wortmannin and LY294002 mimics the effects of CADs on RABV GP-mediated cell entry. Thus, CADs may enhance RABV GP-mediated cell entry of pseudotyped lentiviruses by promoting a late step of the pseudoviral cell entry process, possibly release from an endosomal compartment into the cytosol. In contrast to the pseudotyped lentiviruses, infection by fully infectious RABV was not enhanced by CADs, indicating, that the observed stimulation of RABV GP mediated lentivirus entry also depended on the used lentivirus vector backbone. In conclusion, we show that while CADs inhibit cell entry of diverse viruses they can also have a paradoxical enhancing effect on the ability of a viral glycoprotein to mediate cell entry depending on the cellular and viral context. Although, we show CAD-mediated enhancement of entry only for pseudoviruses, but not fully infectious RABV, the potential to unexpectedly enhance viral entry should be taken into account when considering use of CADs as antiviral agents.